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Module 3 – Lesson 2: Orion Wars, Anunnaki + The Soul Matrix

Our soul is multidimensional in nature, multidimensional meaning all 

coexisting here and now as one collective consciousness - experiencing 

billions of lives in parallel reality Earths, other dimensions and 

extraterrestrial civilisations. Apparent past and future all coexisting here 

and now, as our soul matrix. Understanding this we can look at how we 

have specific beings from extraterrestrial civilisations within our soul 

matrix, how they relate to our current life theme/mission, and what we 

can learn from the story of their existence, linearly speaking.

As mentioned in the previous module, I believe many of us drawn to 

this type of material have soul matrices containing high portions of 

extraterrestrial consciousness. We have many extraterrestrial 

incarnations. Each ET counterpart having millions of parallel reality 

timeline experiences. A lot of us appear to have counterparts in the 

Pleiades, Sirius, Arcturus, Yahyel, Shakani, Lyra, Grey/Marse, Orion and 

the Anunnaki civilisations. There is much darkness connected with our 

incarnations in Orion and Anunnaki. 

The story of the Anunnaki is thus. This information comes from channels

including myself and is mirrored in ancient historical cuneiform texts.
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Several thousand years ago the Anunnaki

came to Earth in search of gold to create

monatomic gold for the repair of their

atmosphere. Led by the two brothers Enlil and

Enki, they, after time, realised it was too large

a task and decided to genetically engineer a

slave race. That slave race was us, humanity.

They engineered us so we’d forget our

connection to Source Consciousness and

always look outside of us, up to other people

for answers and guidance. In ancient imagery we see Anunnaki bird 

people holding up pine cones, the pine cone symbolising our pineal 

gland and our connection to source - they’re showing they hold control 

of our higher consciousness. As souls we incarnated both as the 

Anunnaki that enslaved us and as the humans that were enslaved so we

could view the experience from both sides and grow multidimensionally 

as a soul.

The story of the Grey Federation, parallel reality Earth humans, goes 

that they became highly technologically and telepathically evolved 

however bred emotion and heart consciousness out of their civilisation. 

This caused natural planetary disasters forcing them to move 

underground and mutate into beings with large black eyes that were 

unable to reproduce. They used their advanced technologies to search 

out parallel reality Earths for genetic material to produce hybrid species.
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The Yahyel, Shakani and Playel are results of these projects combining 

human and grey DNA. Remember, on a soul level they are us, we’re 

viewing reality from both perspectives simultaneously and 

multidimensionally.

The Orion wars are told in the story of Star Wars. As I understand it the

Star Wars story was channeled, either knowingly or unknowingly by 

George Lucas. The story goes that a group formed called the Black 

League to try and overthrow the controlling forces by fighting fire with 

fire. It all went awry and they too destroyed their world.

We see how having incarnations in our soul matrix in all of these 

systems gives us opportunity to see the grander picture and how we’re 

exploring the expansion of consciousness from a soul level. These 

stories are aspects of us, giving us opportunity to transform and recycle 

these energies as we move into a new era on planet Earth. What can 

we learn from these mistakes. How do we transform darkness into light?
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